
 

Dear interested party, 

First of all, I want to thank you for your interest in this hunt. 

❖ This hunt was specially made for anyone who would like to get acquainted with a 
treasure hunt (on foot) with theme “Pirates of the Caribbean” at Caracasbaai-Fort 
Beekenburg. 

❖ The whole hunt consists of 

o 14 questions and 15 assignments. 

❖ This is a short version made especially for you, so you can get some idea of what to 
expect. 

❖ By doing this hunt, you broaden your knowledge for the past, a little knowledge of 
nature and places around Fort Beekenburg. 

❖ The answers and assignments of this hunt have also been processed. With a full 
version you get all the answers, assignments and how to organize the hunt. 

 

Good luck 

Think about your feedback. I'm glad to hear what you think. 
  

 

 

  



 

Scavenger hunt "Pirates of the Caribbean" 

Hi folks, 

Welcome to this heavy scavenger hunt of the pirates of the Caribbean, 
  
You have: 

✓ A lot of enthusiasm 

✓ A leader:............. 
✓ A mysterious name per group for.......................................... (50p) 

  
Important rules: 
1.Look when all watches are at this time. 
2.For this hunt you get a total of 2 hours. 
3.De hunt begins.. .am/pm and it ends at ...... am/pm (2hours) 
4.Je may not loosen the hunt that is enjoyed or you will get penalty points. 
5.Think about time. You have to be back...... am/pm 
  
Fault: 

➢ If you hand in 5 minutes later, 200 points will be deducted. 
➢ If you hand in 10 minutes later, 400 points will be deducted. 
➢ If you hand in 15 minutes later, 600 points will be deducted. 
➢ If you hand in later than 15 minutes, 750 points will be deducted. 
➢ If you hand in the hunt separately and not in order, you will lose 500 points of 

the total. 
 

(This section below will leave you for the participants) 
____________________________________________________ 

Today we are going to play the game of pirates of the Caribbean. 

We start at Baya Beach and imagine that your boat / ship has just arrived. We are 
pirates and first of all we need pirate clothes. We now need a cloth or a bandana for 
1 eye and a branch / pole. Are you ready? 

Read the hunt in full first. 

✓ The scavenger hunt ends on top of Fort Beekenburg. Time is very important. 
✓ The person who comes first with the flag (during the hunt you get that) up to 

the top of Fort Beekenburg can earn extra points. 
If you have everything, check: 

➢ A pen 
➢ An envelope with the hunt in it 
➢ Every pirate has a cloth in front of his eye 
➢ Every pirate has his own stick 
➢ Do you have a bag per group to collect things? 
➢ Write the mysterious name on the bag 
➢ Did you fill in the first sheet? 

  

You can begin. Good luck! 



 

Here at Baya Beach you have to look around very carefully. There is a place where 
there is a building where they treated sick people. Near the building you can see the 
picture below. Walk up to it and ask what there is to do there. 

 

25p The place is called............................... 10p And you can get 

there............................ 
  

10p Why see giant stones coming out of the water near Baya 

Beach? 
• A. Because Baya Beach and Fòrt Beekenburg were underwater, 
• B. They are volcanic stones that were broken down over time. 

  

Pirates of the Caribbean, we are here to become owners of stuff. We are going to 
look for things (scavenge). (Each thing is attached with a colored ribbon) 

50p colored bead necklace. 

50p silver hoop earrings 

Above there are also valuable things to be found. Go search. Think of the time!! 
Search for 50 points per thing. Think of the colored ribbon. 
  

   Cap 

  T-shirt 
 

500p     Have you done your best to answer all the 
questions? Have you searched for a flag? Have 
you possibly used your imagination to make your 
own flag? Look for the stairs to the top and go up 
the tower and wave the flag so that everyone 
present can see you (look around that there is no 
one in front of you) 

Think about time. 

You still have to hand in. This is not the end 

  

  

  

  

Good luck! 

 



 

Answers (do not print out for the participants) 

Here at Baya Beach you have to look around very carefully. There is a place where 
there is a building where they treated sick people. Near the building you can see the 
picture below. Walk up to it and ask what there is to do there. 

 

25p The place is called Tugboat... 10p And you can swim there 
  

10p Why do you see giant stones coming out of the water near Baya Beach? 

• A. Because Baya Beach and Fòrt Beekenburg were underwater, 
• B. They are volcanic stones that were broken down over time. 

  

Pirates of the Caribbean, we are here to become owners of stuff. We are going to 
look for things (scavenge). (Each thing is attached with a colored ribbon) 

50p colored bead necklace. 

50p silver hoop earrings 

Above there are also valuable things to be found. Go search. Think of the time!! 
Search for 50 points per thing. Think of the colored ribbon. 
  

   Cap 

  T-shirt 

Have you done your best to answer all 
the questions? Have you searched for a 
flag? Have you possibly used your imagination to 
make your own flag? Look for the stairs to the top 
and go up the tower and wave the flag so 
everyone present can see you 500p (look around 
that there is no one before you) 

Think about time. 

You still have to hand in. This is not the end 

  

  

 

 


